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Investigations: Teachers, Let’s Investigate! 
 

Introduction This tutorial explains how to plan an Investigation. The differences 

between Curriculum Units, Investigations, Sessions, and activities are 

described, as is how each of these fits into the program.  

 

An Investigation is part of a Curriculum Unit. The Investigation is made 

up of Sessions, and each Session has activities.  

 

Investigations Each Investigation in every Curriculum Unit has an introductory page. 

This page may be green, red, blue, or orange—the color varies 

depending on the Investigation number.  

 

This page displays the mathematical emphases and focus points taught 

to students during the Investigation.  

 

 
 

This is helpful when planning an Investigation. Teachers set lesson 

objectives and identify which state standards they will meet. They also 

use it as a reference tool to remind themselves when a specific skill or 

concept was taught. 

 

The Investigation Planner is on the next page. Each Session builds on 

the overall concept, which is the big picture of the emphases and focus 

points from the introductory page. Those focus points are summarized 

under each Session so teachers know the general purpose of the 

lesson.  
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Each Session lists everything that needs to be read, gathered, and 

prepared.  

 

Sessions 

 

The first page of a Session is the daily lesson planner. It provides a 

clear instructional path to follow, and the procedure for the daily 

routine is conveniently arranged all on one page. 
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The math focus points are mentioned again on this page so teachers 

know the teaching objectives specific to the lesson. 

 

 
 

A vocabulary section lists words students need to know. Teachers can 

add them to their math word wall or weekly vocabulary list.  

 

The section called Today’s Plan states the three to five parts of the 

sixty-minute Session, including the activity type and title, time stamps, 

grouping, and materials needed.  

 

 
 

The Classroom Routines or Ten-Minute Math section on the bottom of 

the page explains what is needed to prepare for this additional short 

math activity. 

 

The Session begins on the next page of the Curriculum Unit. The 

following special features found within these lessons provide teachers 

with everything they need to support instruction and monitor progress: 

• The first page is organized based on Today’s Plan, so once again 

the activity, title, time stamp, and grouping are displayed.  

• At the very top of the first page, a placeholder indicates the 

current place in the Session and what is to come.  

• There is black type and blue type used throughout the Session. 

The black type gives directions, and the blue type is an example 

of dialogue teachers can say to the students.  

• Anything that should be written on an overhead, board, or 

poster is indicated on an image of a whiteboard.  

• The visual representation of student responses provides an 

example of what they might say.  
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• The suggested probing questions, ongoing assessments, and 

differentiation support for intervention, extension, or English 

Language Learners in applicable lessons help teachers observe 

and converse with students as they work. 

• When discussions are a main part of a Session, a math focus 

point it provided. This serves as a guide to the discussion and 

helps students stay on topic so they can master the specific 

skill.  

• Vocabulary is highlighted to help teachers make sure it is used 

and applied. 

• Photographs and captions convey information at a glance to 

help teachers visualize how these lessons can look in their class. 

• Student Activity Book and Resource Masters pages are pictured 

in the sidebars to show teachers the related materials. 

• Descriptions of professional development readings, 

differentiation suggestions, and notes such as Teaching Notes or 

Algebra Notes are also found in the sidebars.  

• All of the sidebar pictures and notes have corresponding 

footnotes in the text so teachers know exactly when to read 

them. 

• Each lesson always ends with a daily page of practice.  

 

Activities Within each Session, there are several different activities that teachers 

can do with their class.  

 

The first is a general activity, during which students learn, develop, or 

practice a concept as the teacher facilitates their learning. Students 

may use teaching masters, Student Activity Book pages, manipulatives, 

or play games at these times. 

 

Next are discussions. The math focus points suggest how to initiate and 

maintain the discussions. 

 

Then, there is the math workshop. The math workshop provides an 

opportunity for students to work on a variety of activities that focus on 

similar math ideas. Teachers will facilitate, observe, and assess the 

students’ learning as they play games or solve problems to refine 

strategies, use different contexts, and gather new understanding from 

familiar experiences.  

 

Students move through activities, revisiting the concepts and skills they 

studied. Students will develop independence and learn to take 

responsibility for their learning as they choose activities, keep track of 

their work, use classroom materials, and collaborate with others. 

Teachers establish clear guidelines with students to ensure that they 

know where materials are kept and how to work productively. 

Instructions on setting the math workshop and organizing the class are 

explained in Part 2 of the Implementing Investigations guide.  
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Another type of activity is assessment. Assessments can be ongoing, 

such as through observations and math workshops, as well as a 

separate activity, such as an end-of-unit assessment in which students 

independently solve problems related to the concepts they are learning. 

 

Finally, there are Session follow-ups. This is when daily practice pages 

and homework is assigned. 

 

Review This tutorial explained the following: 

• Units are made up of Investigations. In an Investigation, a 

specific concept is learned.  

• Within each Investigation are Sessions (or lessons). Each one-

hour Session has focus points that relate back to the concept. 

Sessions are organized in a useful way so teaching is easy and 

effective. 

• Sessions are comprised of different activities, such as 

discussions and math workshops.  

• Planners, sidebars, and teaching suggestions make 

Investigations simple to use.  

 
 


